Abstract
Introduction
Text-Contexts is one of language studies' approach, which tries to distinguish denotational and interactional text or what is usually called what is being said and what is really happening. The relationship between what is being said " and "what is really happening is usually mediated by indexicality (Sandarupa, 2013: 4) .
The text of wedding advice in ethnic Kajang is entextualized from its traditional messages called Pasang ri Kajang as the primary text. Entextualization is a process of rendering discourse extractable of making a strecth of linguistic production into unit -a text that can be lifted out of its interactional setting. The text is a discourse rendered decontextualization. It is then recontextualized into another context (Bauman & Briggs, 1990:73) . The text of wedding advice is usually lead by Galla' Puto' the secretary of Ammatowa a droit man who can assist the head of community in various aspects of customary laws. Galla' Puto' usually represents the head of community in delivering advisory for wedding ceremony.
Prohibited expression is a form of folklore which is interpreted orally from one generation to the next. Although many people acknowledge themselves as modern people, principally, they can not release themselves from superstition or prohibited expression. This kind of prohibition is included in traditional message of Kajang (Pasang ri Kajang). This message contains offers, prohibition, guidance, and reminder. One of the messages discussed here is prohibited expression. A modern someone is, he or she may not release himself from superstition condition.One of publict's belief expressions is prohibition as it can be seen in Kanagarian Padang Laweh. This prohibited expression is addressed to adolescent or young woman who is forbidden to sit in front of the door because her prosperity will be obstructed by a bad thing. Different from Kajang people, prohibited expression is usually addressed to bride and briddegroom after wedding or having legal as husband and wife. This expression is intended to disclose positive messages which can understand his and her responsibility and obligation in undertaking household. They are expected to do their lives together.
The objective of this research research is: 1). To disclose denotational text uttered in wedding advice of ethnic Kajang. 2).To reveal interactional text in wedding advice of ethnic Kajang.3). In addition to denotational and interactional text, this research used semiotic mediational approach to relate between denotational and interactional text of wedding advice.
Denotational Text
Denotational text is a text related to sentence utterances. This text usually dealt with sentence pattern of language. According to structuraliststs utterances are the representatation of the world. Sandarupa (2013: 5) explaines that denotational text focusses on features related to the structure of the utterance. Text is viewed talking about things, which has proposition.
Interactional Text
Interactional text focusses on the discussion of what is really happening. This type of text has function to build a social relation in which is constructed by denotational text. Agha (2007: 100) also stated that language has function to mediate speakers and heares' intention and they have ability to participate in all kinds of activities in varieties of social live domains. Those social domain can result in togetherness, harmonization, mutual understanding, and mutual honoring, and reminder.
Mediational text or indexicality
This kind of text has function to relate between denotational and interactional text. This text is usually signed by personal deixis, time deixis, place.
Previous Studies
Prohibited expression used in wedding is a type of expression, which is usually used in ritual speech of wedding. This kind of speech or expression is one of interesting areas of studies which attracted a number of researchers to know the speech. Geertz (1973: 147) focusses his research on the ritual as a part of culture. It means that culture is seen as the concept of symbolic approach. Symbols are regarded as the objects, speech sounds, or other forms of writing explained by human.
Another researcher of ritual speech or expression is Quipers (1998: 149) who suggested that ritual speech is closely related to register that has special values and honorific form of language. Both of researchers mentioned above focussed on symbolic approach. Meanwhile, Silverstein (2001: 275) develops text-context approach or mediational approach. This research develops a paradigm which focusses on langue and parole. This research discloses the closeness of language system and relate it to outer world called context. In other words, this research uses theory of Functional Semiotic Approach applied by Silverstein.
Research Method
Qualitative method was used in obtaining the data whereas the researcher herself had a role as a key instrument which has the to master the field being researched and the preparation to come to the object of the research. In addition, this research explores the issues, understand the phenomena, and answer the question by analyzing and making sense the unstructure data. The data of wedding advice were obtained through, observation, interview, and note taking.
Findings And Discussions
This research finds some significant imputs for wedding advice.Wedding advice itself is entextualized or exctracted from Pasang ri Kajang as a primary text. This text of wedding contains prohibited expression. In addition to entextualization, this wedding advice conveys denotational and interactional text. Denotational text can be seen in the sentence utterances below:
After marriage agreement conducted, the bridegroom and the groom usually sit before Galla' Puto' to listen carefully about Galla' Puto's advice. 
Galla'Puto's advice to the bridegroom:

FT
: as a woman, a wife has a rich character, she has many wishes to wear to beautify herself. Therefore as a husband, a man should make a lot money. Whereas the result of the research shows that denotational text is related to the structure of utterances or text sentences. Interactional text on the other hand is a text based upon social relation which emphazises on social aspect of language. Apart from denotational and interactional text, semiotic mediational approach was used to relate the two texts denotational text and interactional text ( text-context) which is shown by indexical cues.
Conclusion
This research discloses about denotational text, interactional text, and mediationla text. Denotational text is related to sentence pattern or linguistic feature, interactional text focusses on social relation of the text, and mediational text or indexicality is related to context (time, place and personal deixis). The text of wedding is entextualized from Pasang ri Kajang as a primary text. Wedding advice in Kajang ethnic is mostly expressed in prohibited form.
